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Build smart looking Kotlin apps with UI and functionality for the Android platformKey
FeaturesStart your Android programming career, or just have fun publishing apps on Google
Play marketplaceThe first-principle introduction to Kotlin through Android, to start building easy-
to-use appsLearn by example and build four real-world apps and dozens of mini-appsBook
DescriptionAndroid is the most popular mobile operating system in the world and Kotlin has
been declared by Google as a first-class programming language to build Android apps. With the
imminent arrival of the most anticipated Android update, Android 10 (Q), this book gets you
started building apps compatible with the latest version of Android.It adopts a project-style
approach, where we focus on teaching the fundamentals of Android app development and the
essentials of Kotlin by building three real-world apps and more than a dozen mini-apps. The
book begins by giving you a strong grasp of how Kotlin and Android work together before
gradually moving onto exploring the various Android APIs for building stunning apps for Android
with ease. You will learn to make your apps more presentable using different layouts. You will
dive deep into Kotlin programming concepts such as variables, functions, data structures,
Object-Oriented code, and how to connect your Kotlin code to the UI. You will learn to add
multilingual text so that your app is accessible to millions of more potential users. You will learn
how animation, graphics, and sound effects work and are implemented in your Android app.By
the end of the book, you will have sound knowledge about significant Kotlin programming
concepts and start building your own fully featured Android apps.What you will learnLearn how
Kotlin and Android work togetherBuild a graphical drawing app using Object-Oriented
Programming (OOP) principlesBuild beautiful, practical layouts using ScrollView, RecyclerView,
NavigationView, ViewPager and CardViewWrite Kotlin code to manage an apps' data using
different strategies including JSON and the built-in Android SQLite databaseAdd user
interaction, data captures, sound, and animation to your appsImplement dialog boxes to capture
input from the userBuild a simple database app that sorts and stores the user's dataWho this
book is forThis book is for people who are new to Kotlin, Android and want to develop Android
apps.It also acts as a refresher for those who have some experience in programming with
Android and Kotlin.Table of ContentsGetting Started with Android and KotlinKotlin, XML, and the
UI DesignerExploring Android Studio and the Project StructureGetting Started with Layouts and
Material DesignBeautiful Layouts with CardView and ScrollViewThe Android LifecycleKotlin
Variables, Operators, and ExpressionsKotlin Decisions and LoopsKotlin FunctionsObject-
Oriented ProgrammingInheritance in KotlinConnecting Our Kotlin to the UI and
NullabilityBringing Android Widgets to LifeAndroid Dialog WindowsHandling Data and
Generating Random NumbersAdapters and RecyclersData Persistence and
SharingLocalizationAnimations and InterpolationsDrawing GraphicsThreads and Starting the
Live Drawing AppParticle Systems and Handling Screen TouchesAndroid Sound Effects and the
Spinner WidgetDesign Patterns, Multiple Layouts, and FragmentsAdvanced UI with Paging and



SwipingAdvanced UI with Navigation Drawer and FragmentAndroid DatabasesA Quick Chat
Before You Go

About the AuthorJohn Horton is a programming and gaming enthusiast based in the UK. He has
a passion for writing apps, games, books, and blog articles. He is the founder of Game Code
School.
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Michael O., “Best book for beginners. This should be the first book for fledgling developers of
Android apps using Kotlin. I have read other books and had limited success in understanding
key concepts. I liked Mr. Horton's conversational style and attention to detail. He purposefully
doesn't burden the reader with more Kotlin language idioms than are needed for each current
project. He explains concepts very well. He understands his core audience and gently
addresses the limitations of beginning coders.”

Hurricane Lake, “Detailed. This book is Great!. I am joyfully engaged in it. Your detailed
explanations of the workings of Android Studio and how Android Studio works with Kotlin, i.e.,
how the UI and functions work, and what goes where and why is greatly appreciated. Thanks
for taking the time to go that deep. Your book was such an education about the underlying
workings of Android Studio and the workings of Android Studio using Kotlin that I am able to
tweak all examples to work on the later Android Studio version - Android Studio 4. Thanks
again.”

Linda K. Lengerich, “Great Intro to Android. This version of the book is almost the same as the
latest version of the Android Studio and that makes it very easy to follow the instructions. There
are a few places where the instructions are not clear but, on the whole the examples match what
I see in the which is pretty good considering the size of the book, how long it takes to write
something like this and how fast the development environments change. Examples provide
good explanations for why things work the way they do and in general, this is a really good start
to how to use the Android Studio.”

Ian, “Good introduction to Kotlin. A very readable and informative book. I did have existing
knowledge of web and .Net programming but this was my first exposure to Android and Kotlin
and the book got me up and running very quickly. My only comments: there were far too many
typos in the coding samples and I was a little disappointed there was no coverage of even basic
communications with remote services - a common requirement of most phone apps these days.
Aside from that, a very good introduction to Kotlin.”

Ebook Libraryreviewer62, “Clear, lucid and easily understood. I am only part way through this
book at page 219 but I am thoroughly impressed by its content and layout not to mention having
an edition that is relatively new and not out of date. The only negative point is that the publisher
and author are not very helpful when it comes to answering questions about the book. I asked
one technical question and it was suggested I buy the next edition of the book instead of actively
engaging with me to answer the question and help me understand what it was I was struggling
with. There are also errors in the book which I would like to confirm with the author but based on
his reply to my first question, it probably wouldn't result in any constructive feedback sadly.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent!. Nicely laid out and very informative. Easy to read and
understand.”

Biv, “If things go wrong who do you contact. It's a great book but I've reached a stalemate at the
first App - I set up two buttons as per instructions but only the first one works and the second
button stops the program - I will need to find out how to get advice on sorting it”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 52 people have provided feedback.
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